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TO MEMBERS OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE 
 

 
NOTICE OF MEETING OF THE  

OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY - ENVIRONMENT & PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE 
 
Dear Councillor 
 

You are invited to attend a meeting of the  
Overview & Scrutiny - Environment & Performance Committee on 

Tuesday, 17th July, 2018 at 6.30 pm 
in the Municipal Buildings, West Street, Boston, PE21 8QR 

 
PHIL DRURY 
Chief Executive 
 

Membership: 
  

Chairman: Councillor Judith Skinner 
Vice Chairman: Councillor Yvonne Stevens 
 Councillors Tom Ashton, Peter Bedford, Colin Brotherton, 

Anton Dani, Jonathan Noble, Barrie Pierpoint, Sue Ransome, 
Stephen Raven and Stephen Woodliffe 
 

 

A G E N D A 
 
PART 1 - PRELIMINARIES 
 

A.   APOLOGIES  
 

 To receive apologies for absence. 
 

B.   MINUTES                                                                                             (Pages 1 - 8) 
 

 To sign and confirm the minutes of the previous meeting. 
 

C.   DECLARATION OF INTERESTS  
 

 To receive declarations of interests in respect of any item on the agenda. 
 

Public Document Pack



 
 
 

D.   PUBLIC QUESTIONS  
 

 To answer any written questions received from members of the public no later than 
5 p.m. two clear working days prior to the meeting – for this meeting the deadline 
is 5 p.m. on Thursday 12th July 2018. 
 
 

 
PART II - AGENDA ITEMS 
 
 

1   TASK AND FINISH GROUP MARKETS REVIEW                            (Pages 9 - 82) 
 

 A Report by the Head of Place 
 
 

2   WORK PROGRAMME                                                                     (Pages 83 - 84) 
 

 (For Members to note/discuss the Committee’s current work programme) 
 

 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
The person to contact about the agenda and documents for this meeting is Karen Rist, 
Democratic Services Officer, Municipal Buildings, Boston, Telephone Number 01205 
314226.    email:  karen.rist@boston.gov.uk  
 
Council Members who are not able to attend the meeting should notify as soon as possible 
giving the name of the Council Member (if any) who will be attending the meeting as their 
substitute. 
 
 
 
 
Alternative Versions 
Should you wish to have the agenda or report in an alternative format such as larger text, 
Braille or a specific language, please contact Democratic Services on direct dial (01205) 
314226 
 
 
 
 
 

Emergency Procedures 
In the event of a fire alarm sounding all attendees are asked to leave the building 

via the nearest emergency exit and make their way to the Fire Assembly Point 
located in the car park at the rear of the Municipal Buildings. 

 



OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY - ENVIRONMENT & 
PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE 
 

5 June 2018 

Present:    Councillor Judith Skinner (Chairman), Councillor Yvonne Stevens (Vice-
Chairman), Councillors Tom Ashton, Alison Austin, Colin Brotherton, Anton Dani, 
Jonathan Noble, Sue Ransome and Stephen Woodliffe 
 
In attendance:  
 

Officers –  
Head of Environmental Operations, Head of Regulatory Services, Community Safety 
Manager, Anti Social Behaviour Officer, CCTV Manager, Inspector A Morrice and 
Democratic Services Officer 

 
88   APOLOGIES 

 

Apologies for absence were tabled for Councillor Peter Bedford with Councillor Alison 
Austin substituting and form Councillors Barrie Pierpoint and Stephen Raven with no 
substitute members. 
 
89   MINUTES 

 

With the agreement of the committee Madam Chairman signed the minute of the 
previous meeting held on the 18 April 2018 

 
90   DECLARATION OF INTERESTS 

 

No declarations of interest were tabled. 

 
91   PUBLIC QUESTIONS 

NONE 

NO   
 
It is recorded that Madam Chairman welcomed the new Lead Officer for the committee, 
Mr Christian Allen to his first meeting in his new role as Lead Officer and also thanked 
Inspector Morrice for his attendance in support of the first two items on the agenda. 
 

 
 
92   CRIME AND DISORDER ANNUAL REVIEW ASB - PSPO (ALCOHOL) 

STATISTICS 2018 - 2018. 
 

The Anti-Social Behaviour Officer presented the report to the committee and provided a 
summary of the data for member’s reference.   
 
Committee were advised that the Council’s Community Safety Team used National 
legislation alongside Countywide policies and procedures when dealing with anti-social 
behaviour.  The team also worked alongside a number of partner agencies specifically 
the Neighbourhood Policing Team headed up by Inspector Morrice based at Boston 
Police Station. 
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Overview & Scrutiny - Environment & Performance Committee 
5 June 2018 
 

The Council now had 3 Anti Social Behaviour Officers who widely used their powers in 
line with the Anti-Social Behaviour Crime and Policing Act 2014, guided by the Safer 
Lincolnshire Partnership Strategy’s Intervention and Incremental Approach Policy and 
procedure 2015 and is used when dealing with Anti-Social Behaviour and other non 
criminal offences 
 
The approach normally has four stages.  Statistics throughout the report tabled have 
been provided against each stage for anti social behaviour; enforcement and PSPO 
enforcement.  ASB enforcement statistics for the period 1st April 2017 to 31st March 
2018 set in appendix 1.  Summary issued 771 stage 1 advice letters, 25 stage 2 ASB 1 
letters, 8 acceptable behaviour agreements were signed and 3 civil injunctions were 
gained. 
The PSPS incremental approach also had four stages and in the same timescale as 
noted above 130 stage 1 PSPO advice letter were issued, 4 stage 2 PSPO Warning 
Letters were issued; 2 community protection notice warning letters and no community 
protection notices were issued during time. 
 
A breach of a PSPO is when somebody refuses a request by an authorised officer which 
is the police to desist from drinking alcohol in the designated area so effectively if they 
refuse to hand over the alcohol they are breaching the PSPO, during this time period we 
have one person who refused to do this and they were given a fixed penalty notice. 
 
Member comment and questioning followed which included 
Officer response / police response is noted in italics: 

 
Referencing the fixed penalty notice issued a member asked if it had been paid and was 
advised that: 
The payment was being made over a period of time. 

 
Referencing the Stage 1 Advice Letter a member asked  
If there was s any data regarding ages of the perpetrators and any trend in locations in 
where ASB occurs and where the perpetrators come from where they actually lived. 
The information was not recorded on an actual data base but it was recorded on each case 

that was opened and the information was all on there.  The date of birth of the young person 

would be on there, we would hold that and the police would hold it.  Quite often when the 

Stage 1 letters are issued it was the police that dealt with the young person in the first 

instance and then the ASB team at the Council received the information. 

The Community Safety Manager added that to elaborate further, usually they found on 

Stage 1 that they arose from a police incident so the Police would get the initial call about an 

ASB incident: a PSCO or Police Officer would attend who would record the information on a 

police incident log which would then provide the location, date of birth and name of the 

person and that would place a trigger for the ASB team to then issue a Stage letter, based 

on that information.   

All the information was logged and officers knew the area, the individual involved and that 

allowed hot spots to be identified and through negotiation, officers could target resources in 

relation to any particular area on need of increased resources.  

In relation to ASB, the majority was 80% against under-18 year olds.  Probably most were 

on the cusp of ASB or Criminal and that was when Community Protection Notices were 

issued or the police used their powers:  usually an adult would go direct into the Criminal, 

while young people usually went through the ASB process, if it was not on that cusp of 

criminality. 
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Overview & Scrutiny - Environment & Performance Committee 
5 June 2018 

 

Offering congratulations on the efforts of the ASB team and on the success of the 
programme, Officers were asked if there had been an improvement or decline in issues 
associated with the PSPO over the previous 12 months.  Referencing the offenders a 
member asked if information on re-offenders was held and what action, if any was taken 
in respect of any re-offence. 
The Community Safety Officer re-affirmed the process of incremental stages which did 

provide action on re-offending.  Any person who has had a stage 1 advice letter and then 

gets involved in any further ASB activity escalated the process and a second stage warning 

letter was issued.  In the majority of the significant number of stage 1 advice letters the 

offender took heed of the enforcement with no re-offending taking place. 

 
Members agreed the need for working with the schools to educate students about the 
ASB process. 
The community Safety Manager assured members that a significant amount of work was 

undertaken with both secondary and primary school and currently a ‘MAD’ programme was 

being trailed out into every secondary and some primary schools.  Officers recognised the 

need for education at a very early stage visit where consequences and the support available 

were made clear. 

 

Inspector Morrice further added that the ‘Mini’ Police initiative had been a great success and 

included 115 schools across Lincolnshire 12 of which were within the Boston area. 

 

If an offender or perpetrator refuses to desist from drinking alcohol or may be refusing to 
leave the designated area, there is no power to arrest so how do you go about 
identifying that person who just walks away and continues drinking.  
Under the PSPO if the person is known to the Police their details will be given to the 

Community Safety Team who will issue a Fixed Penalty Notice for breaching the PSPO.  If an 

unknown person walked away without giving details after breaching the PSPO they would 

then be arrested by the Police.  

 
The Chairman concluded stating that the figures proved that the incremental approach 
appeared to be working very well.  
 
 
93   CCTV POLICY REVIEW AND ANNUAL PERFORMANCE UPDATE 

 
The CCTV Manager presented the report to the committee advising that historically the 
reporting had been annual but the reporting format had increased to provide further 
information. 
 

The number of daily log entries which defined the activity of the CCTV activity was 
18,405 across the year, 1855 incident records were completed.  BBC itself received 556 
out of hours calls and additional information in the report provided data from other areas 
that BBC monitor to allow context to show what volume of work is processed through the 
Control Room. 
 
Out of hours from East Lindsey 1570 were received.  The CCTV operators contributed 
to 346 arrests for the Boston area and 568 for the total CCTV area including East 
Lindsey and South Holland and seized 211 pieces of evidence from the Boston area for 
Lincolnshire Police mostly and operators produced 480 pieces of evidence in total 
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Overview & Scrutiny - Environment & Performance Committee 
5 June 2018 
 
 

A breakdown of incidents by category of crime was included for members’ information, 
along with some figures for other areas monitored.    Referencing the updated Policy 
members were advised there were no major changes but some re wording in reference 
to the Data Protection Act – the GDPR.   
 
Member comment and questions followed which included the following: 
Officer response is noted in italics: 

 

A point of clarity was sought on page 30 of the report under 6.8 a member questioned 
the map and the coloured points thereon and what they represented. 
It was a map of crime data from the police which was freely available on the police website.  

The yellow points were where there was a bigger concentration of crimes, the blue area 

were medium to low areas of crime and the red dots indicated areas of individual crime 

 

Referencing page 29 a member requested why no specific crimes were identified for 
Central Park. 
The list was purely for the top ten cameras which showed where the most incidents arose 

and it did not show the whole range of areas of occasional incidents. 

 

Recognising the member’s were noting all Boston information a member asked for the 
number of cameras Boston monitored for the other districts stating they felt it could 
make a lot of difference to the comparative of  the number of incidents which stated how 
many there were in the other camera areas.   As such how many cameras did Boston 
currently monitor to get the 609 incidents in East Lindsey as compared to the 985 in 
Boston.    
Boston being the largest centre of population outside of Lincoln and as such it was not 
surprising there would be more incidents in the Boston area due to the amount of 
residents. 
The Community Safety Manager confirmed that Boston currently had 65 cameras; North 

Kesteven had 7 cameras and South Holland had 28 cameras and when eventually all 

cameras were placed there would be 100 within the East Lindsey area and just under 200 in 

total.   

Members were reminded the data within the report was Boston specific, no other data from 

other areas was included. Relating to the information provided in respect of East Lindsey 

there were 100 camera’s in place  

 

A member questioned the current level of staffing and what would happen should there 
be an increase in cameras. 
Two operators were on duty 16 hours per day, seven days per week.  Single staffing was in 

place (unless an event was taking place on an operation was ongoing) was in place between 

8p.m. and midnight and 6.a.m. and 12 noon.   

In the event of further increases in cameras, then as the service was probably at capacity at 

the moment as SIA guidance stated 200 / 220 cameras for 2 operatives was the limit of 

what an operator could accommodate, then 24/7 double staffing would need to be 

considered. 

 

A member further questioned if a form of Artificial Intelligance programming had been 
considered to provided some of the scanning required because call camera’s could not 
be viewed all of the time.  He stressed he did not want it as a replacement for operatives 
but as a support facility.  The member then referenced the London Underground where 
such activity he believed took place. 
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5 June 2018 

 
The Head of Regulatory Services explained that London Underground did have its own 

Algorithms. 

Boston had not considered Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) further, a whole range of emerging 

technologies were on the market including facial recognition. Members were advised that in 

his opinion there was nothing within the market place currently at the price point that he 

would want to develop a business case for.   

However, clearly speed technology was progressing and the next time the Council was due 

for a full camera replacement, it could be there may be a feasible product to invest it.   A.I 

would never replace people but going forward it may become more of a practical affordable 

option.  Whether the Data Protection Act 2018 and personal protection in particular the facial 

recognition would limit what may happen would need to be monitored also. 

The Portfolio Holder repeated that it was still crucial to use the 1010 number to generate the 

numbers officers required to maintain staff.  If no crimes were evidence then it concluded 

there is no need for the CCTV service. 

The Community Services Manager further stated that CCTV had not really changed, 

technologies may have changed but the key thing for any good camera system was the 

intelligence base to know the hot spots. The service could only deal with incidents / issues 

made known.  Is a particular issue arose in a particular area camera’s could be moved and 

CCTV operators would pay more attention.  The professional knowledge and intelligence 

remained our key resource and if improvements could be made in the reporting of incidents 

and issues it would help increase resources.  The public needed to be encouraged to report 

incidents of whatever size to 101. 

 

Officers were asked how many police officers were trained to carry tazers and what 
training was in place prior to the officers being permitted to tazer people.  Furthermore 
the member questioned the opening hours of the police station in Boston and also 
questioned why so the police appeared to spend so much time in filling in paperwork. 
Any officer could apply to carry a tazer gun and most of the officers in Boston did so.    All 

officers were subject to a 2 day training course which included putting the weapon together 

and operating it at speed.   The police station in Boston was manned 24 hours a day.  If for 

a reason no police were in the station at a particular time, there was a yellow emergency 

phone on the front of the police station manned 24/7. 

 

Referencing the number of out of hours calls, the Chairman questioned what public 
education was in place to eliminate any non-emergency calls being made. 
The Community Safety Officer responded stating something was definitely needed to be 

drilled down to the questions asked out of hours, which were clearly not an emergency.  It 

was an educational process that needed to be addressed: East Lindsey had a recorded 

message stating what an emergency was which was a possibility that would hopefully filter 

out the non-emergency calls. 

 

General questions and observations were responded to as follows: 
Officer’s confirmed that the Redstone Industrial Estate was still monitored and in response 

to a members question about the camera’s turned off at Fenside, members were reassured 

that there had been no adverse effect as a result of turning off the cameras. 

The Head of Regulatory Services further stated that Boston Mayflower had re-invested the 

resources they used to invest in CCTV, in a person to actually work on the Fenside Estate so 

their corporate view was that a person working on the estates, knowing people, engaging 

with the community would be time and money better spent.  Furthermore in terms of 

Fenside, given the advent of the Data Protection Act 2018, one thing that would need to be 

done as a service was to re-visit all of the data privacy impact assessments for all of our 

camera’s and whilst a DPI.A had not been provided for any particular area, the concern 

leading up to the introduction of GDPR was the proportionality of having CCTV cameras that 

primarily under the new act monitor residential area it would not have been a surprise that if 

those camera’s had still been in situ at the point of doing that DPI.A, their removal would 

have been recommended. 
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Overview & Scrutiny - Environment & Performance Committee 
5 June 2018 
 

 
 
 
Members collectively thanked all the officers for their attendance and praised the quality 
of the reporting and noted their gratitude to Inspector Morrice for his attendance. 
 
 
RESOLVED: 
 

1. That the Environment and Performance Committee recommend that Cabinet 
adopt the updated CCTV Policy. 

 
 
 
94   WORK PROGRAMME 

 
The Chairman updated committee in respect of the Task and Finish Markets Review 
and confirmed it would be concluded and the final report would be tabled at the 
committee’s meeting on the 17h July 2018.   
 
Referencing the meetings thereafter members were advised that only one report was 
currently scheduled for the September meeting in respect of general littering with two 
reports scheduled for the October meeting:  an update report on the Car Paring Review 
and the return for the Joint Municipal Waste Management Strategy following its’ 
consultation.  
 
The Chairman then invited the Lead Officer to address the committee with his thoughts 
on how the work programme could be progressed through the various streams of 
scrutiny. 
 
The Lead Officer stated the he felt it an opportunity for him to reiterate the value and 
importance of the committee’s work programme going forward.  Being at the back of the 
agenda after a good open date, sometimes the work programme could be over looked 
or undervalued:  it was a very important tool where the committee could bring forward 
subject matters and items of interest and really challenge and shape the policy 
development in process.  Members were asked to consider subject areas they may wish 
to scrutinise and challenge and bring to bear their influence.  The work programme 
beyond the summer was currently light but the more time given to officers for reporting, 
the richer and better quality of reporting would be provided.   CMT colleagues had been 
asked to consider their relevant service areas for any future reporting coming forward. 
In terms of how the committee scrutinises policy or subject areas does not necessarily 
have to be in the format of a committee, there is a number of scrutiny options in a less 
formal environment or a close environment which may prove more suitable. 
 
On seeking suggestion from the committee, the Lead Officer did state he had some 
ideas but would not table them at this point as he was aware that the work programme 
should preferably be member driven. 
 
Confirmation was provided that the meeting held on the 18th June with the schools had 
been a Task and Finish Group meeting. 
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There was agreement at the benefit of the recent trip to the recycling centre at 
Grantham and also in respect of the recently released Video on the website in respect of 
how to correctly recycle.    
 
Members also noted the interest of certain Parish Council’s in visiting the recycling 
centres along with a member questioned if local groups could be provided with the 
details of the recycling venue to undertake a site visit. 
 
The Lead Officer confirmed that applications could be made direct to MidUK who 
decided how many site visits they permitted.  He did state that out of courtesy 
colleagues at Lincoln should be notified as they managed the contract. 
 
 
 
No subjects were tabled for the work programme. 
 
 
 
 
 

The Meeting Closed at 8.30 pm 
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REPORT TO: ENVIRONMENT & PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE 

DATE: 17 JULY 2018 

SUBJECT: TASK AND FINISH GROUP  - MARKETS REVIEW 

REPORT AUTHOR: HEAD OF PLACE 

To be presented by the Chairman                                    
Councillor Judith Skinner 

EXEMPT REPORT? NO 

 
 

SUMMARY 
 

A review has been carried out to look at improving the offer of Boston’s Markets by a 
Task and Finish group convened from the Environment and Performance Committee.  
The groups’ remit was to look at ways to maintain Boston’s historical market and its 
unique selling offer, in an ever changing world of consumer buying. 
 
The review was carried out over a period of 8 months whereby 5 meetings of the 
group took place with an additional meeting being held to receive reporting from the 
local students who had taken part in the consultation process.  
 
 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 

That the Environment and Performance Committee recommend that Cabinet 
 

1. Adopt the amended Markets Policy at Appendix E. 
2. Agree investigations into the possibility of implementing a Welcome 

Archway at the entrance to the market place from Narrow Bargate with a report 
being returned once the investigations are completed. 

3. Support the consideration of future ‘zoning’ of the market place 
4. Agree the introduction of a ‘Cultural’ offer supporting the markets 
5. Support the consideration of providing stalls for students to trade on during 

school holidays to encourage potential future Traders. 
6. Agree an increase to the size of the existing signage to provide larger scale 

signs, in particular showing direction from the Market Place to Bargate Green 
Market and vice versa. 

7. Recognise and agree the importance of the contribution of the four schools 
within the consultation process and the quality of their reporting. 

 

 
 

B   O   S   T   O   N 
  B O R O U G H  C O U N C I L  
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REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

To seek to improve the viability and vitality of Boston’s Markets both as a visitor 
attraction and for the benefit of local people. 
 
 
1. BACKGROUND OF THE REVIEW 
 

1.1 On conclusion of a substantial task and finish review which had scrutinised 
many service areas across Boston with a view to improving the offer of Boston 
as both a tourist destination and for the benefit of local people, one area was 
identified as requiring a more in-depth level of scrutiny and the group agreed to 
re-visit the current provision of Markets within Boston. 
 

1.2 The reason for the re-visit was supported by feedback from the initial 
consultation process, and a decline in the number of traders and in income, 
resulting in potential loss of visitors and local people supporting the markets. 

 
 
2.    CONSULTATION: 

 

The group agreed to replicate the consultation practice used within the parent 
review which had proved so popular and consultation was scheduled over the 
following eight week period (to included production of consultation papers and 
one to one consultation events with members of the public) with the following: 
 

 All Market Traders (Wednesday and Saturday) 
 

 Local businesses in and around the town including accommodation 
providers; local visitor attractions and retailers and refreshment 
providers. 
 

 Members of the Public. 
 

On conclusion of the consultation exercises the results were collated with the 
following headline outcomes: 

 

A.  LOCAL BUSINESSES: 
85% RESPONSE TO CONSULTATION PAPERS ISSUED (52 issued): 
 

 100% of respondents felt that Boston market was an asset to local 

businesses in the town. 
 

 83% of respondents felt that visitors to the town came specifically to 

visit the market.  
 

 100% of respondents felt that there needs to be a better mix on the 

market with more variety 
 

 83% of respondents felt the market did have an impact on their 

business and their business would be affected should the markets 

cease trading. 
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Key comments for improvement included: 

 

 Better promotion of Boston as a whole with promotion of the markets 

further afield with promotion with bus / coach companies in Norfolk, 

Cambridgeshire, Nottinghamshire, Yorkshire, Leicestershire.   Also 

contact with travel tour operators who may visit Lincoln / Stamford. 

 Link up with Lincoln Cathedral for 2 centre day visits with Boston 

Stump.   

 People like a traditional look to a market, Boston looked straggly with 

stalls randomly set out and in no order.   Lots of littering made the 

market appear to be dirty and unkempt. 

 Compact the market into one part of the market place.  It would look 

busy and if it encouraged more traders then there would be capacity to 

expand further in the market place. 

 More choice of goods and no restriction on stalls selling the same 

products.  Competition was good for all businesses. 

 Better signage.  Larger signage. 

 

 

B. PUBLIC – LOCAL AND VISITOR 
86 responses: 
 

 100% of those who responded agreed that Boston market was an asset 

to the town and the Council should do whatever necessary to keep it. 

 

Key Headline outcomes: 

 

 The Market looked tired and rundown. 

 Larger signs were needed for direction around the town to the market 

where the auctions were held. 

 The Council need to promote the market better.  Years ago the buses 

packed the bus station in the summer and the market was full. 

 The market place with empty shops was run down and too big for the 

market.  The market should be in one part of the market place. 

 The new signs were nice but too small.  Bigger signs for the markets 

were needed. 

 New canopies were needed to brighten the stalls and make them all the 

same as in other markets in the country. 

 The Council needed to bring the Farmers Market back and promote it 

better.   

 New products were needed on the market – a lot of what was sold was 

cheap and quality goods were needed to encourage people. 

 Make the market pedestrianised.  Stop the buses. 
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C. MARKET TRADERS 

 
 The survey was distributed to market traders on both Saturday and 

Wednesday during the end of November 2017.  23 responses were 
received; there were at that time 47 regular traders on the market.  

 

 
Key Headline outcomes: 

 

 87% of respondents traded on both Wednesday and Saturday Markets.   
 

 35% of respondents had traded for 20+ years 

 
 87% of respondents stated that trade had decreased over the last 2 

years.  
 

 95% of respondents felt that footfall had decreased over the last 2 

years.  
 

 80% of respondents stated that trade was from a mix of locals and 

visitors.  
 

 90% of respondents intend to keep trading for the foreseeable future. 

 
 91% of respondents felt they would like to see the market place 

pedestrianised on market days if possible.  

 
 90% stated that they felt the market needed better promotion. 

 
 

On conclusion of the three streams of consultation the group decided that a 
fourth consultation exercise needed to be undertaken. 

 
To progress an overall review the group realised the importance of 
consultation with the people who would very likely become the future residents 
of Boston – the students.  It became obvious that another perspective, a 
younger perspective, on the markets provision would allow the group to agree 
the outcomes having received representation from a full scale of age groups 
within the Borough. 

 
Furthermore it was recognised that the involvement of the students could also 
assist in their own timetable to support their own schooling. 
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3. CONSULTATION WITH LOCAL SCHOOLS AND ACADEMIES. 

 
3.1 Seven local senior schools were contact with a view to undertaking their own 

personal review of the markets. 

 
3.2 Four local senior schools responded and noted their wish to be involded: 
 

 Boston Grammar School 
 Boston High School 
 Giles Academy 
 Haven High Academy. 

 
3.3 An invitation was issued by the Chairman of the Review Councillor Judith 

Skinner to all of the four schools to attend Boston’s Guildhall (in the original 
Council Chamber) at 1000 hours on the morning of Friday 27th April 2018 to 
receive the official challenge to participate in the review. 

 
3.4 Students and Teachers from all four schools attended the Guildhall where the 

Chairman of the group welcomed them and the Markets Manager provided a 
brief presentation of the history of the markets. 

 
 Students were then officially challenged by the Chairman to: 
 

1. be in attendance at Boston Market on Wednesday 16 May 2018 to 
undertake their own review of the markets by completing the 
questionnaire produced.  Students would be accompanied by an Officer 
of the Council who would be in attendance to answer specific questions 
if needed.   Students could complete the questionnaires individually or 
collectively – it was their choice. 
 

2. on completion of their review students to then collate the information   
and produce their own report based on their findings. 
 

3. attend an official meeting of the review group on the evening of Monday 
18th June and to present their report to members of the group along 
with the Leader of the Council, the Monitoring Officer and the Portfolio 
Holder for the markets and to answer questions they may have. 
(it is noted that the teachers would also be invited to address the 
meeting and comment on the challenge and how it impacted on their 
students). 
An invitation was issued to students, teachers and their guests to join 
the Mayor in the Council Chamber to meet the officers and view the 
Civic Regalia. 
 

3.5 All four schools carried out their reviews on Wednesday 27th April considering 
both the markets on Bargate Green and also in the actual market place. 
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3.6 Students attended the meeting of the group on Monday 18th June and 
presented their reports and took questions from the Councillors and Officers in 
attendance.  The respective teachers from each establishment noted the 
benefits of the exercise for their students. 

 
Recognition and congratulations were offered to all schools on the quality of 
their reports and on their professionalism of reporting to the meeting.  

 

 The reports are attached as follows: 
 
 Appendix A.  Boston Grammar School 
 

 Appendix B.  Boston High School 
 

 Appendix C.  Giles Academy 
 

 Appendix D.  Haven High Academy. 
 
 
3.7 On collation of the information from the schools the group identified the 

following recommendations (any activity on a specific item at this time of this 
report is noted) some of which are included within the recommendations of 
this report: 

 
 A ‘Welcome’ sign needed to be implemented at the entrance to the 

market place from Wide Bargate. 
 New bigger signs were needed.   
 There is no sign from Wide Bargate showing where the Market Place is. 
 Street performers should be encouraged to create an atmosphere as 

the market place lacked any atmosphere at all and was dull and drab. 
 Local theatre groups and dance groups should be allowed to perform 

alongside the stalls.  Musicians of all types should be encouraged and 
offered free sites within the market to play.  Specific Cultural events 
should be put on in the summer time. 

 A dedicated Artisan Food area should be provided ideally outside 
Lloyds Bank with the Stump as a back drop.  The Council should 
actively promote and source Artisan traders to a specific Artisan 
market. 

 Competition of products was good and it offered greater choice for 
customers.  

 The Market should be zoned.  Specific areas for ease of customers with 
possibly colour co-ordinated canopies.  Some areas in the market were 
claustrophobic with stalls too close together whilst others were wide 
apart making it look a mess. 

 The Market Place needs to be cleaner.  Rubbish was over-flowing from 
bins and was dangerous and made the market feel dirty and look 
unhealthy.  Furthermore some stalls with fresh food had litter around 
them. 
(New Public Rubbish Bins are being installed and the Trader Bins are 
being looked into) 
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 The Tourist Information Centre should be re-located onto the market 
especially in the busy months.   
(The centre is being moved onto the market) 

 The market place should be pedestrianised as the buses are 
dangerous and the market could then fill the whole of the market place. 

 More public seating was required. 
(New seats are being installed) 

 The canopies needed to be updated all in the same striped theme. 
 A large public notice board should be put in the market place. 

(This is being implemented) 
 The Farmers Market should be re-introduced and could support the 

Auction on Bargate Green making that area very specific. 
 A youth market or stalls for students should be introduced during the 

summer holidays alongside the established markets or on Bargate 
Green.  It would allow students who do create things, to try selling them 
and could also encourage future traders.  It would also bring new 
customers onto the markets. 

 Pop-Up Foodstalls would be a good draw especially in the summer 
months, offering foodstuffs not currently on the markets.  It would 
encourage students to use the markets during lunch breaks and in the 
holidays. 

 The cleanliness of the markets needed improving.  Some stalls looked 
unhygienic.  Pet foods stalls should not be located next to fresh food 
stalls.  Smoking and Vaping should not be allowed on the markets. 
 
 
 

4.0  MARKETS POLICY  
 
4.1 Referring to the consultations in details to look at improving the Markets Policy 

to encourage traders and improve the market’s overall the group agreed on 
three amendments as noted below: 

 
 That no smoking or vaping by traders be permitted on the markets. 

 
 That the Tennant Mix be simplified. 

 
 That casual traders will be allocated available pitches on the day of the 

market. 
  
 
 
5.0     CONCLUSION: 
 
The Markets Review had produced quality consultation responses which confirmed 
support for the continuation of Boston’s Markets from both members of the public 
including students and from the many businesses in and around the town.   
Furthermore the responses provided options on a number of new ways of facilitating 
the markets in taking them forward and improving their offer. 
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
No financial implications specific to this report.  

 
 

ANY OTHER IMPLICATIONS 
None specific to this report.  

 
 
 

APPENDICES 
 

Appendices are listed below and attached to the back of the report: - 
 

 
APPENDIX A 

 
Report by Boston Grammar School 
 

 
APPENDIX B 
 

 
Report by Boston High School 

 
APPENDIX C 
 

 
Report by Giles Academy 

 
APPENDIX D 
 

 
Report by Haven High Academy 

 
APPENDIX E 

 
Markets Policy 
 

 
BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
No background papers as defined in Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 
were used in the production of this report. 
 
 

 
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
Non 

 

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT 
N/A 
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Introduction

�Aims:

�Bring traditional aspects to market

Cater to the younger generations�Cater to the younger generations

�Declutter certain stalls

� Increase council involvement within the market 

community

Bring traditional aspects to market

Cater to the younger generationsCater to the younger generations

Increase council involvement within the market 
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Current Positive Aspects

� Large amount of local produce

• Represents agriculture within the area

• Most popular area of the market

� Evidence of some local food

Wide range of international produce� Wide range of international produce

• Gives large range of food instead of just local types

� Some good use of advertising

• Butcher is very popular among locals

� Auction

• Attracts people due to prospect of a good bargain

Gives large range of food instead of just local types

ttracts people due to prospect of a good bargain
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Areas of Improvement

� Layout of stalls

� Types of products

� Hygiene and cleanliness � Hygiene and cleanliness 

� Amount of parking

� Visual attraction of individual stalls

� Advertising 

Visual attraction of individual stalls
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Our Proposals for Improvement: 

Attraction

� Attractions to cater towards children such as a bouncy 

castle – also brings additional revenue 

� More signs should be put up to clearly show market and � More signs should be put up to clearly show market and 

parking locations

� Encourage street performers with music to create a more 

appealing atmosphere – people spend more time as a 

result

Our Proposals for Improvement: 

Attractions to cater towards children such as a bouncy 

also brings additional revenue 

More signs should be put up to clearly show market and More signs should be put up to clearly show market and 

Encourage street performers with music to create a more 

people spend more time as a 
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More street performers 

in the footpath areas 

to attract customersP
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Our Proposals for Improvement: 

Products 

� Bring a wider range of traditional, local cuisine e.g.  Lincolnshire sausage, plum 

bread, stuffed chine, cheese, sweets, farmers’ produce like eggs

� Subsidise local businesses to include more high-quality products 

� Need to update clothing to appeal to a wider range of customers (especially the 

younger generation)younger generation)

� Impose stricter hygiene regulations – inspections and not just food

� Would like to see more seasonal foods for variety e.g. ice tea and slush in 

summer  

� Increase public involvement e.g.  Food competitions such as bakery awards to 

increase awareness towards the market 

� Encourage local schools to set up stalls e.g. as part of business studies (Young 

Enterprise)

Our Proposals for Improvement: 

Bring a wider range of traditional, local cuisine e.g.  Lincolnshire sausage, plum 

bread, stuffed chine, cheese, sweets, farmers’ produce like eggs

quality products 

Need to update clothing to appeal to a wider range of customers (especially the 

inspections and not just food

Would like to see more seasonal foods for variety e.g. ice tea and slush in 

Increase public involvement e.g.  Food competitions such as bakery awards to 

Encourage local schools to set up stalls e.g. as part of business studies (Young 
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Our Proposals for Improvement: Layout 

� Introduce stalls that have matching tarpaulin

� Inspections, ensuring that stalls are aesthetically 

pleasing and meet health and safety 

requirements

� Need spacious layout, leave a larger amount of � Need spacious layout, leave a larger amount of 

room for pedestrians

� Organise the stalls to face the square 

� Zones could be introduced to help people find 

what they are looking for faster, could increase 

customer satisfaction

Our Proposals for Improvement: Layout 

Introduce stalls that have matching tarpaulin

Inspections, ensuring that stalls are aesthetically 

Need spacious layout, leave a larger amount of Need spacious layout, leave a larger amount of 

Zones could be introduced to help people find 

what they are looking for faster, could increase Example of a good layout of market: 

aesthetically pleasing, organised and 

in full view of the customers. This is a 

market from France, Marseille.
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BOSTON MARKET 

B O S T O N  H I G H  S C H O O L  

H O L L I E &  P I P  O N  B E H A L F  O F  G E O G R A P H Y  1 2 E  

BOSTON MARKET 

REVIEW 
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OUR EXPERIENCE AT THE MARKET

• When we arrived at the market, we were greeted and lead to Bargate 

Green where we already began making notes on the questionnaires 

we had received previously at the Guildhall meeting.  

• This is where we started to collect ideas and thoughts on the market. 

From this point we became rather enthusiastic about the review.

• From this we began to get creative and think of some new ideas for 

the market.   
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OUR OPINIONS OF THE MARKET

Positive 

• Types of stalls-

• Fresh fruit and vegetable stalls 
appear to be a success, along 
with flower stalls. 

• Plenty of pitches for the stalls 
allowing the market to hold 

Negative 

• Appearance-

• Very little colour around the 

market and the stalls, making it 

less attractive. 

• Types of stalls-
allowing the market to hold 
many stalls. 

• Atmosphere-

• Little but some interaction 
between stall holders and 
customers, showing 
enthusiasm. E.g. shouting offers 
and deals. 

• Types of stalls-

• Reviewing different reports 

from peers, there was a 

frequent opinion that there was 

so many stalls selling the same 

products. 
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NEW IDEAS/RECOMMENDATIONS 

• Our first idea-

• To make the market place more noticeable and attractive we 

came up with the idea of a welcome arch. 

• We also favour the idea of buses

being stopped driving through the market. being stopped driving through the market. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

PRODUCTS ON THE MARKET 

• Many of the stalls on the market are selling the same thing 

and there is little range of products. 

• local businesses ‘pop up’ shops. 

• More snack food stalls and less of the same food types. 

• More structure and organisation to the stalls. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

ADDING COLOUR AND ATMOSPHERE 

• Stalls are very dull and lack a lot of colour. 

• Additionally there is little atmosphere.

• Another way a local business could get involved is through 

performances to add life to the market. 

• For safety in the market place we would like to see security on 

duty like there is in Pescod Square. 

• Adding greenery and flowers to the 5 recently installed lamps 

and the market in general, would benefit the market place by 

making it more attractive.  
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BOSTON MARKET 

REVIEW 

By Giles Academy

REVIEW 
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Our first impression was that the market looked 

tired and in need of some energy.

� It doesn't have a lot of colour and excitement 

OUR FIRST IMPRESSION 

� It doesn't have a lot of colour and excitement 

� Not appealing to a younger customer

� Dull, not a lot of vibrancy

� In need of a revamp

� Litter

� Not an overly friendly atmosphere
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FEEDBACK FROM 

WALKING ROUND :
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Boston Markets Review- Giles Academy

Layout of stalls

� Seemed Crammed together

� In no particular order

Ease of access around stalls Ease of access around stalls 

� Very close to one another

� Not a lot of wheelchair access 

� Certain areas felt very claustrophobic and cramped

Visual attraction of individual stalls 

� The pick & mix stall looked visually attractive

� Other stalls seemed to have dull & dirty covers around them
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Cleanliness of the market

� Didn’t seem overly clean

� A lot of bins with lids open 

� Felt unhygienic

Boston Markets Review- Giles Academy

Other comments

The general feel of the market from our perspective 

was a bit sombre. It all seemed tired and dull, there 

wasn’t much life to it. Improving the access between 

stalls and the bin situation would be a good starting 

point to make it feel more appealing
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Fresh Products

� Wide range of fresh products, particularly fruit and veg

� If anything we thought there was too much choice with this

� The one butchers stall that we saw seemed very clean and 

professional

� One small bakery stall- would’ve liked to have seen more of 

Boston Markets Review- Giles Academy

Range of Goods Available

� One small bakery stall- would’ve liked to have seen more of 

this variety

Clothing

� Nothing aimed at a younger audience

� Quality of clothing seemed poor

Accessories

� Not a wide range 

� More jewellery and cosmetics may bring in younger consumer
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Electronic Goods

� Not a lot of choice 

� Wasn’t much organisation to the stalls

� Didn’t feel inclined to buy for fear of products being unreliable

Bespoke/Artisan Goods

Boston Markets Review- Giles Academy

Range of Goods Available

Bespoke/Artisan Goods

� Very little choice in terms of art and bespoke goods

� Having a wider range of this kind of product might intrigue 

people to visit the stalls more often

Pet/Wildlife Goods

� A lot of dog related pet goods but not a lot aimed at other 

household animals 

� Unusual layout of stalls with food and treats out on the floor
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Homewares

� Not a large number of homeware products

� Lots of antiques in Bargate Green aware- potential 

� Displayed chaotically 

Craft

Boston Markets Review- Giles Academy

Range of Goods Available

Craft

� Could really be expanded on 

� Cards, decorations and stationary all handy

Refreshments

� We liked the American style food van with tables and chairs 

outside it- looked clean

� Creates a good atmosphere

� More refreshment stalls may bring people in
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Products we would like to see

�Products in trend with younger consumers

�More relevant clothing

�Good quality cosmetics

Boston Markets Review- Giles Academy

�Good quality cosmetics

�Trends like ‘slime’ etc

�Handy ‘bits and bobs’ batteries etv

�Sports equipment and clothing

�Art stall showcasing local artists work

�Art supplies
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Products that would attract visitors

� Cultural foods stall- could potentially change weekly 

or monthly

� Cheese stalls � Cheese stalls 

� Tourist information / things to do in the area

� Candles 

� Home products / interior design / crafts

�Nice cosmetics 

�More refreshments
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Products we would like to see

P
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Restriction of produce

We do feel like there should be a restriction on 

the number of stalls selling the same productthe number of stalls selling the same product

�A lot of stalls selling the same type of thing

�High competition 

�Decreases people’s interest

�Nothing different or exciting being sold
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Summary

�Needs a revamp

�Needs to look more neatly organised 

�Use vibrant colours �Use vibrant colours 

�Music created friendly atmosphere 

�Liked the atmosphere more at Bargate Green

� Improve general cleanliness

�Wider range of products needed

�Advertise on social media 
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Thank you for listening to our presentation and 

asking us to be part of this review.

Giles Academy- Student Voice Team 
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BOSTON MARKET REVIEW
We have completed a survey of our market on 
May 16th 2018 and are here this evening to 
present our findings.

We walked to the auction market in Bargate 
Green and then walked to the Market Place.

In our survey we considered 
• the first impressions of the market • the first impressions of the market 
• the layout 
• the variety of stalls 
• accessibility for pedestrians
• surrounding shops and what Boston has to 
offer 

• tourist information, signs and maps for the 
market
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BOSTON MARKET REVIEW

• Boston  has  been  an  important  market  town  in  England  for  centuries.

• We  were  the  biggest  traders  of  wool  and  other  products  to  Europe  

from  our  port, that  is  the  reason  we  have  a  lamb  and  mermaids  on  

our  coat  of  arms.

• We  think  this  is  a good  opportunity  for  the  market  to  reflect  our  

long  trading  history.

• When  we  have  thought  about  what  we  want  to  have  in  our  market  

we  have  considered tourists  and  our  town’s  occupants.
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BOSTON MARKET REVIEW
• The area that has the auction market is a mix of different types of 
stalls, fresh fish, clothes, pet foods, fruit and vegetables, antiques and 
the auctioneers.

• It was difficult for us to get around to look at the items for sale. If we 
were using a wheelchair or walking sticks, or were pushing a pushchair 
we would have found it impossible and possibly dangerous to get 
between the items laid out on the floor.between the items laid out on the floor.

• The stalls were all different colours and some had canopies, others no 
canopies at all and there did not seem to be any theme, this made it 
look more like a car boot sale and not a part of the town market

• We could not see any signs directing us to the market in the main town 
square, or advertising the other types of goods for sale.
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BOSTON MARKET REVIEW

Looking at the canopies over the stalls 
we think that we could use the colours 
of the Lincolnshire flag to make 
everything more attractive.

Tourists to our town would get the 
first impression that we are proud of 
our market and our county and they 
would know that we value our market 
because we have invested money in it 
to make it look fantastic
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BOSTON MARKET REVIEW
• The main market has loads of large rubbish bins for the traders and these 
are dirty and are placed near the food stalls. We know that these stalls need 
to dispose of their rubbish and we are pleased that they do, but the bins do 
not look hygienic near the food.

• The pavement is quite even but we think that the curbs are not easy enough • The pavement is quite even but we think that the curbs are not easy enough 
to see and people might find this a danger. There are only a few ‘drop curbs’ 
so wheelchairs and pushchairs would find this a problem. Also people with 
shopping trolleys would have difficulties.

• With the buses and cars going through the town there is a danger to 
members of the public. If you are deaf then you would not hear the buses 
and you might think that the market is pedestrianised.
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BOSTON MARKET REVIEW
• To get from the Bargate Auction Market to the Market Place the roads 
are busy. If you can’t move very quickly there is a high risk that you might 
have an accident. 

• If the market were pedestrianised then everyone would be safer and 
there would be room for more stalls and entertainment.

• We did see some bins for the public to use but these are also tatty and • We did see some bins for the public to use but these are also tatty and 
dirty. We think that there could be more bins around the town to 
encourage people to not drop litter.

• Increasing the seating areas in town would be good for everyone. There 
are only seats near the Boston Stump and the catering stall but this does 
not encourage market users to spend much time in the market and does not 
promote the town as a visitor attraction.
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BOSTON MARKET REVIEW
• If you are visiting our town, how would you know that there is a market 
every Wednesday and Saturday? We feel that there is not enough 
advertising for our market and there are also not enough signs directing 
you to the two parts of the market.

• We have several historic buildings in our town and we were not able to see 
any advertising for these buildings apart from the Boston Stump. 

• We have little side streets and pathways full of shops but these are also 
not well advertised so visitors to our town could miss out on the range of 
shopping opportunities we have.

• When you get to the main market square there are several empty shops 
and this is not a good first impression of the town. There are tatty 
posters on the windows and the buildings need to be redecorated and 
made to look smart.
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BOSTON MARKET REVIEW
We live in a multicultural town and we could show this in our market by 
having the advertising in several languages. It can be difficult for some 
shoppers to know what items are called if they are just learning English, this 
would help them and make them feel more welcome.

We have a well advertised Christmas market each year but our many local 
nationalities are not showing us traditions and customs from their countries. 
Many people travel to Europe for a ‘Traditional Christmas Market’ but we Many people travel to Europe for a ‘Traditional Christmas Market’ but we 
should encourage our local townspeople from different countries to bring 
their traditions and foods to us all. 

To generate more visitors and shoppers to our market we could expand the 
farmers market, encouraging local people selling their own products and 
produce. Having half stalls for rental is also an opportunity to reduce the 
cost of a stall, this would be attractive to a small trader.
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BOSTON MARKET REVIEW
• The facilities in the town are run down. There are toilets in Oldrids and the local 

restaurants but we do not feel that is enough. How would a visitor to our town know 
where to find the toilets?

• With the historic buildings in our town we should encourage visitors to see the 
Boston Stump, The Guild Hall and Fydell House. Also inviting the Sibsey Trader Mill 
and Heckington Eight Sail windmill to have stalls at our themed market days to sell 
their produce.

• Our town theatre is also historic and we could make our town a venue to visit on • Our town theatre is also historic and we could make our town a venue to visit on 
Market days by joining with these organisations.

• Some of the stalls are not a good advertisement for our town. The VAPE 
advertising could encourage children to smoke and it is the first advert you see as 
you walk into the main town market

• Craft stalls are very popular and many local people are very creative, another event 
in the market calendar could be craft stalls with groups like the W.I. and Rotary.
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BOSTON MARKET REVIEW
• Having seen the market on a school day we feel it was not very busy. 
There were not many stalls and there was a lot of wasted space in the 
market place. To encourage the growth of the market you could have 
theme events on particular dates in the year, for example, a children’s 
market inviting schools in the area to get involved.  

• Music events and entertainment in the market would encourage visitors to 
come into the town.  Lincolnshire Music Service and The Sam Newsom 
centre could be invited into the market. 
come into the town.  Lincolnshire Music Service and The Sam Newsom 
centre could be invited into the market. 

• Asking Boston College Catering department to have a ‘masterclass’ 
demonstration run by their students would help the students in their 
course and get people into the market. This would need to be advertised 
and could be a regular event in the town at the same time as the farmers 
market so that ‘foodie’ people are in the market.
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BOSTON MARKET REVIEW
What do we want to see in our market?

Families are able to get everything they want from the market.

Toys, fashionable clothes for young people, books and equipment for school, 
technology and gaming, sports equipment, a variety of different foods and 

sweets. sweets. 

We need to get the whole community involved and include all age groups.

We also want our town as a tourist place to show how fantastic our 
community is. We must include all nationalities and get everyone to make 

Boston the best town to live in.
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BOSTON MARKET REVIEW
IN CONCLUSION

Be proud of our market and show clear signage for Boston and its history and other 
retail opportunities. 
Offer more seating for the shoppers to make this more of a tourist town. 
Safety in the market, pedestrianisation and more space for stalls.
Turn Boston Market into a place for learning with a ‘masterclass’ cookery demonstration 
run by the students.
Offer half stalls for rental to reduce the cost of a stall to attract smaller traders and 
families.
No more multi-coloured canopies, Lincolnshire flag, be proud of our CountyNo more multi-coloured canopies, Lincolnshire flag, be proud of our County

Makeover the empty shops and redecorate the fascia's. 
Advertising in several languages in the market but control the bad advertising from 
VAPE.
Retail opportunities for a farmers market and other shops in the town.
Keep Boston litter free with more rubbish bins for the public and relocate the rubbish 
bins away from food stalls.
Entertainment and music for the enjoyment of the public.
Target new stall holders and hold a children’s market inviting all the local schools.
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BOSTON MARKET REVIEW
Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this consultation. 

We look forward to seeing our market develop 
and become the heart of our town
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Index 
 
1. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

2. GOVERNANCE 
3. PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
4. FREQUENCY 

5. MARKETS ON BANK HOLIDAYS 
6. CAR BOOT SALES  

7. SPECIALITY MARKETS 
8. TENANT MIX 
9. TRADING ON BOSTON MARKET 

10. CHARITIES AND NON-COMMERCIAL ORGANISATIONS 
11. FEES 

12. INDEMNITY AND INSURANCES 
13. TRANSFER OR SUB-LETTING OF STALLS/PITCHES 
14. ABSENCE FROM THE MARKETS 

15. TERMINATION OF LETTING 
16. GOODS TRADED 

17. CHANGES IN GOODS TRADED 
18. LAYOUT 
19. STALL & PITCH BOUNDARIES 

20. CONDUCT 
21. HEALTH & SAFETY 

22. STALLS – ERECTION, DISMANTLING, USE AND DAMAGE 
23. COMPLIANCE WITH FOOD SAFETY REGS 1990 
24. SALE OF ILLEGAL OR INAPPROPRIATE GOODS 

25. CORE TRADING TIMES 
26. ALLOCATED PITCHES 

27. VEHICLES 
28. REFUSE REMOVAL 

29. EXTREME WEATHER CONDITIONS 
30. COMPLAINTS 
31. CHANGES TO THIS POLICY 

 
1. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

 
1.1 To maintain the operation of a Saturday and Wednesday market originally granted 

by Charter in 1545.  

 
1.2  To preserve the market’s joint function as an economic entity and visitor 

attraction by offering a diverse and attractive range of goods and services to 
shoppers and visitors. 

 

1.3  To seek to manage the market on a cost neutral basis whilst providing the wider 
benefits to the town from having a vibrant town centre market. 

 
2. GOVERNANCE 
 

2.1 The market is part of the Council’s Town Centre Services section and is directly 
operated and managed by officers within Town Centre Services.  The following 

personnel have responsibility for operating and managing the market: 
 

The Market’s Officer is responsible for day to day market operations. 
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The Town Centre Services Manager will act as line manager for all market 

operations. 
 

The Head of  Space & Place will act as Head of Service for all market operations.    
 

The market will be subject to the Council’s audit process.  

 
3. PERFORMANCE MONITORING 

 
3.1  The performance of the market will be monitored in terms of:   
 

a)    Market occupancy rates 
 

b)    Income & costs in the context of the objective to operate on a cost neutral basis 

 
c)     The Council’s Annual Satisfaction Survey 

 
4. FREQUENCY 
 

4.1  The Council will hold Markets every Wednesday and Saturday throughout the 
year.   

 
4.2 There will be a maximum of 3 days where markets will not be held to allow for the 

annual May Fair. The May Fair will run for 8 days in total.  
 

4.3 There will be a maximum of 2 days where markets will not be held to allow for the 

annual Christmas market and Christmas period. 
 

4.4 Details of all markets to be held will be published at the start of each year 
(January) on the Boston Borough Council website. 

 
5. MARKETS ON BANK HOLIDAYS 
 

5.1  When Christmas Day, Boxing Day or New Years Day (public holidays) fall on a 
Boston market day, no market shall be held. Any markets lost from the annual 

allotted number, and paid for in advance through annual, quarterly or monthly 
payments will be credited to those traders affected. 

 
5.2 Where circumstances arise as in 5.1, the Council shall endeavour, where possible, 

to offer an alternative, specified trading day. This provision shall be made subject 

to demand and as deemed appropriate by the Council. Attendance at any such 
alternative market is not obligatory for market traders.  

 
6. CAR BOOT SALES  

 
6.1   A copy of the Council’s car boot policy is attached as Appendix 1.    

 
 
7. SPECIALITY MARKETS 
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7.1 The Council may, where it considers it appropriate, encourage and support certain 
speciality markets providing they do not negatively impact upon the regular 

Wednesday and Saturday Markets. Such markets might include, but are not 
restricted to, farmers’ markets, Christmas markets, continental markets, and 

antiques and craft fairs.  
 
8. TENANT MIX 

 
8.1    In order to ensure the viability of Boston Market the Council will ensure that the 

market offers an extensive range of goods but does not have an excess of regular 
traders selling any particular type of goods.  

 

9. TRADING ON BOSTON MARKET 
 

9.1  Traders at Boston Market are categorised as either Regular or Casual Traders. 
 
a)   Regular Traders. Traders are deemed to be regular traders when they have stood 

at Boston Market for 4 consecutive trading days (this can be consecutive 
Wednesdays, Saturdays or a mix of Wednesday and Saturdays) and have met all 

of the criteria below.  Traders categorised as regular traders will be offered where 
possible, the same stall/pitch for each market they attend; however locations may 

differ from Wednesday to Saturday.  
 
b)   Casual Traders.  Traders are deemed to be casual traders when they attend 

Boston Market intermittently and meet the criteria below.  Casual traders will only 
be offered a stall/pitch subject to availability and will not be entitled to stand at 

the same location each time they attend.  Casual traders will only be able to 
occupy a market stall/pitch when directed to do so by the Council’s Market’s 
Officer.  

 
9.2    Permission to commence trading on Boston’s markets, whether as a regular or 

casual trader, is subject to compliance, by the trader, with all the following 
conditions: 

 

a) Receipt of a fully completed and signed application form accepting compliance 
with the Market Terms and Conditions.  

 
b) Receipt of a copy certificate demonstrating valid Public Liability Insurance against 

an amount of not less that £5,000,000 (5 Million Pounds). 

 
c) Receipt of a copy of current Electrical and Gas safety certificates for any 

equipment that is to be used on Boston market.  All electrical equipment is also to 
be PAT tested and appropriately labelled. 

 

9.3 Where any of the above documentation has not been received by the Council in 
advance, or is not passed to the Markets Officer upon arrival at the market, then 

the trader will not be permitted to trade and will be asked to leave immediately.   
9.4 Written notice must be provided where a regular trader wishes to change their 

trading state. This must be sent to the Town Centre Services Manager. 

 
9.5 Traders at Boston Market are not permitted to smoke or vape within the vicinity of 

the market. 
10. CHARITIES AND NON-COMMERCIAL ORGANISATIONS 
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10.1  Where the market can be let to capacity to commercial traders, no charities or 

non-commercial organisations shall be permitted to stand.   
 

10.2  All applications from charities and non-commercial organisations shall be treated 
in the same way as applications from commercial traders. However, each of these 
organisations shall be permitted to stand, free of charge, for the first market 

attendance in each financial year. Attendance at subsequent markets, up to a 
maximum of four per financial year, shall be chargeable at the full rate.  

 
10.3  Each and every market appearance by a charity or non-commercial organisation 

must be supported by a separate application. Any and all such applications are to 

be referred to the Market’s Officer for approval. In the absence of the Market’s 
Officer, all such applications should be referred to the Town Centre Services 

Officer or Manager. The approving officer must sign and date the application 
stating the decision and the reasons supporting that decision. These applications 
remain at the absolute discretion of the Council. 

 
10.4 Boston Borough Council reserves the right to stand at any time to promote 

awareness of its own services where appropriate. 
 

10.4 No organisation should be able to stand to promote and/or influence the public in 
a political manner.  

 

11. FEES 
 

11.1  The fees payable for the hire of the market stalls or pitches shall be reviewed and 
set annually by the Council. Fees shall be set in each case relating to the size 
and/or number of stalls or pitches occupied by the trader and any additional 

trading area occupied by the trader.  A table of current market fees is attached at 
Appendix 2 to this policy. 

 
11.2  Fees payable by traders shall be paid by one of the following means: 
 

a) Cheque, made payable to Boston Borough Council, presented to the Markets 
Officer on market days (daily or monthly). 

 
b) Standing Order. 

 

c) Cash, paid to the Markets Officer on market days (daily or monthly). 
 

d) Card payment via reception at Boston Borough Council offices 
 

e) Card payment via telephone to Boston Borough Council 

 
Although the Council accepts all methods of payment for goods and services provided 
(cash, Cheque, debit/credit payments, BACS, standing order, direct debit) we prefer that 

cash transactions are avoided, electronic methods are the Council’s preferred payment 
methods.  
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11.3  Regular traders who elect to pay monthly or quarterly in advance will be eligible 
to take advantage of any discounted rates that the Council may decide to offer 

when reviewing and setting the annual charges. Where a trader elects to pay 
monthly in order to take advantage of any discounted rates, payment is to be 

made on, or as close as possible to, the first trading day of the month. Failure to 
make payment after a trader’s first trading day of the month will remove the right 
to the discount. 

 
11.4  Where a regular trader is trading on both market days in each week, 

arrangements may be made for a single cheque to cover two market attendances, 
payable on the first day of attendance. 

 

11.5  Where a trader pays rent in advance the amount due will be adjusted to take 
account of any forthcoming holidays that the Council has been notified of.  If a 

trader pays rent in advance and has justifiable reason to miss a market the rent 
for the market missed will be credited to the next month.  Refunds will only be 
offered to traders if they have paid in advance and have justifiable reason to leave 

Boston Market during the period they have paid for. 
 

11.6 All fees are subject to at least an annual review and changes are reported as part 
of the Council’s ongoing budgetary process. 

 
11.7  All fees must be paid up front or in full on the day, no debt accrual will be allowed. 
 

12. INDEMNITY AND INSURANCES 
 

12.1 Traders shall indemnify the Council from and against all claims, damages, loss, 
expenses and costs in respect of any explosion, fire, accident or injury to any 
persons or property which may have arisen as a result of or in connection with the 

occupation or use of any stall or pitch on any part of Boston’s market. 
 

12.2  Proof of indemnity against an amount of no less than £5,000,000 (five million 
pounds) shall be presented upon initial application for the holding of a market stall 
and annually upon renewal of such insurance.  

 
12.3  Insurance documents will be requested fourteen days prior to the expiry date 

held on record. Failure to provide valid insurance for either casual or regular 
traders will mean immediate dismissal from the market.    

 

 
13. TRANSFER OR SUB-LETTING OF STALLS/PITCHES 

 
13.1  The transfer or sub-letting of stalls and pitches, or any part thereof, is strictly 

prohibited.  

 
13.2  In the event of a trader disposing of his or her business to another trader, a new 

application for permission to stand on Boston’s market shall be completed by the 
purchasing trader and submitted to the Council for consideration. The Council, for 
its part, shall not unreasonably withhold permission and shall, where possible, 

allocate the same stalls or pitches as previously used by the vendor trader. The 
purchasing trader shall not stand prior to receiving the necessary consents. 
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14. ABSENCE FROM THE MARKETS 

 
14.1  Regular traders are permitted absence from the market, without payment, for up 

to four markets if trading once per week, or up to eight markets if trading twice 
per week. The absence period will run from 1st September-31st August. If BBC are 
not notified of the leave, full payment will be required for the market. 

 
14.2  Fees remain payable during any additional periods of absence if the trader wishes 

to resume trading under designated “regular trader” status. Where fees are not 
received for additional periods of absence; the trader shall assume designated 
“casual trader” status upon their return. A quarterly absence report shall be run to 

monitor leave; any outstanding rents will be billed as required. 
 

14.3  The Council reserves the right to let vacant stalls and/or pitches to casual traders 
during periods of absence regardless of the category of goods traded by that 
casual trader. However, The Council will aim to ensure a casual trader does not 

sell the same goods as where a regular trader would stand. 
 

14.4  In the event of unavoidable absence by a trader through illness, or delay by 
vehicle breakdown or other reasonable cause, the Council will guarantee the stall 

or pitch until 08.15 hours only, provided that the trader concerned has reported 
the anticipated delay to the Market Officer on his mobile telephone number by 
08.00 hours on the market day concerned. A later time may be agreed at the 

absolute discretion of the Markets Officer and in exceptional circumstances only. 
The Council reserves the right to re-let the stall/pitch after 08.30 hours or after 

such other time as may have been agreed at the discretion of the Markets Officer.  
 
14.5  Following absence by a trader of four consecutive markets, without proper 

notification of the cause of absence, the agreement for that trader shall be 
terminated and the stall/pitch re-let. All letting fees are due to the Council up to 

and including the date of termination. 
 
15. TERMINATION OF LETTING 

 
15.1  The Borough Council has the absolute right to terminate the letting of a stall or 

pitch, with immediate effect in the event of:  
 

a) Breach, by any trader, of the Markets Policy 

 
b) Breach, by any trader, of any legislation pertaining to the operation of the market 

 
15.2  Where immediate termination is deemed appropriate, the trader will be ordered, 

by the Council, to leave the market and shall, within 10 days, be notified, in 

writing as to the reason or reasons for termination. 
 

15.3 Where the breach is deemed not serious enough to warrant immediate 
termination the breach will be dealt with as follows:  

 

a) First Breach. Trader issued with a written warning which is recorded by the 
Council on the trader’s file.  
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b) Second Breach. Trader issued with a further written warning which is recorded by 
the Council on the trader’s file. 

 
c) A third breach shall result in either suspension from the market, for a term to be 

determined by the Council or termination of the letting. The trader shall, within 7 
days, be notified, in writing as to the reason or reasons for the suspension or 
termination. 

16. GOODS TRADED 

 
16.1  All goods sold must comply with the Sale of Goods Act 1979 (as amended) in that 

they must be: 

 as described (either verbally or on the label or packaging or otherwise) 
 of satisfactory quality  

 fit for purpose unless, prior to sale, any defects are brought to the attention of 
the buyer or where any such defects would be obvious to a prudent buyer 

 

16.2   All goods sold must also be lawfully in the possession of and lawfully offered for 
sale by the seller. 

 
16.3  All traders shall ensure that they are in a position to issue a written receipt 

showing the trader details, where this is requested by the purchaser. 

 
16.4  A letter shall be issued to traders to confirm the goods they can trade as 

described in their application form. 
 
17. CHANGES IN GOODS TRADED 

 
17.1 In the event of a trader wishing to make a material change in the type or range of 

goods traded, then a new application to trade on Boston’s market shall be 
completed by the trader. The Council, for its part shall not unreasonably withhold 
permission, but shall determine the application having due regard        to the 

currently adopted tenant mix. The trader shall not make any material changes in 
the type or range of goods traded prior to receiving the necessary consents. 

18. LAYOUT 
 

18.1  The Council reserves the right to alter the layout of the market from time to time 
in order to accommodate any works or other activities that are beyond the 
Council’s control in the Market Place, Wide Bargate or Bargate Green. Wherever 

possible, such changes will be notified to the traders affected by the changes in 
advance of market days. 

 
18.2 The Council reserves the right to permanently alter the layout of the market in the 

Market Place, Wide Bargate or Bargate Green, subject to prior consultation with 

the market traders and/or their representatives. The Council’s decision in this 
matter shall be final. 

 
19. STALL & PITCH BOUNDARIES 
 

19.1 Traders shall not, without specific approval from the Council, place goods or 
refuse or in any way occupy any area beyond the boundaries of the stall or pitch 

rented to them. This applies to all such goods or refuse whether placed on the 
ground, on tables, boxes or rails or suspended from the frame of the stall. The 
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boundary of the stall is defined as an area enclosed by the frame of the stall as 
supplied by the Council and for which the trader has agreed to pay a fee at the 

prevailing rates set by the Council.  The boundary of a pitch is defined as an area 
agreed between the trader and the Council. 

 
19.2 The Council shall permit extensions to stalls or pitches, at its discretion, where to 

do so would not impede the operation or safety of the market or the pedestrian 

flow nor prejudice the safety of the users of the market. Erection of extensions to 
stalls will be in agreement with the Markets Officer and subject to the extension 

not causing any obstruction to the market. The Council reserves the right to 
charge for any additional space occupied outside the usual stall or pitch boundary 
and shall be based on the prevailing rates for the letting fee of pitch space, (based 

on width per foot), as set by the Council. 
20. CONDUCT 

 
20.1  Traders shall at all times conduct their business in an orderly manner without 

causing obstruction of the market or interfering in any way with the business of 

another trader and in compliance with instructions given from time to time by the 
Council. 

 
20.2  Traders shall conduct their business in a lawful manner meeting all legislative 

requirements relevant to the operation of their business.  
 
20.3  Traders shall at all times exercise courtesy towards other traders and members of 

the public passing through the market. 
 

20.4  The Council will not tolerate any form of abuse or violent behaviour. 
 
20.5  Failure to adhere to these requirements shall result in those traders found to have 

broken these rules being subject to the “termination of letting” procedures at 
Clause 15. 

 
21. HEALTH & SAFETY 
 

21.1   All traders have a legal responsibility to safeguard their staff, members of the 
public and any other person who has cause to use their stall. Traders are required 

to comply with all health and safety legislation and must report to the Council any 
reasonably foreseeable hazards that they do not have control over.  Traders must 
comply with any reasonable requests made by the Council in respect of health and 

safety. 
 

21.2  A health and safety inspection shall be carried out, by the Council, during each 
market. All observations and action taken shall be recorded. A copy of the report 
shall be held on file and made available for inspection if required. The inspection 

shall take into account, but shall not be restricted to: 
 

a) stall frames  
b) stall frame safety pins 
c) cables 

d) electrical supplies and equipment 
e) stall holders’ trading practices 

f) obstructions 
g) vehicular movement 
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21.3 A copy of the Health and Safety inspection sheet is at Appendix 3 to this Policy. 

 
 

22. STALLS – ERECTION, DISMANTLING, USE AND DAMAGE 
 
22.1  The erection and dismantling of Council market stalls is the responsibility of the 

Council and its’ employees.  No other persons are to erect or dismantle Council 
market stalls. 

 
22.2 Once erected, no stall supplied by the Council shall be removed, disconnected, 

dismantled by any trader. If there are any concerns about this, traders should 

liaise with the Market’s Officer. 
 

22.3  Stalls will be erected on the evening/night before the market takes place i.e. 
Tuesday and Friday. Stalls will be erected between 5pm and 7pm; however these 
times may change to suit Boston Borough Council operational needs. 

 
22.4  Where covers have been provided to traders for stalls, these covers remain the 

property of Boston Borough Council and are not to be used on other Markets away 
from the Borough. 

 
22.5 Traders are to supply their own pins for their stall/stalls; the Markets Officer will 

complete ad-hoc checks as part of the health and safety inspection for the Market. 

Failure to supply the pins will result in immediate dismissal from the market. Pins 
may be purchased, when in stock, at the price of £1.50 for a set of four from the 

Borough, for the trader to keep. A receipt will be provided to the trader for this 
purchase.  

 

22.6 Traders are to ensure they have sufficient weights and fastenings to support the 
stall/stalls in inclement weather conditions.  

 
23. COMPLIANCE WITH FOOD SAFETY REGS 1990 
 

23.1 All traders of hot or cold food will be required to comply with all relevant 
legislation and must have registered their business with the local authority.  

Standards to which traders must adhere are attached as Appendix 4. Traders are 
required to provide evidence of the registration to the Markets Officer. 

 

23.2 All traders of hot or cold food must have a food hygiene rating of 4 or 5 in order 
to be able to stand on the market. 

 
23.3  Council Environmental Health officers will routinely inspect food trailers.  Any 

serious or persistent non-compliance with current legislation will result in the 

termination of lettings procedure being enacted. 
 

23.4  Any action taken under the termination of lettings procedure does not preclude 
the Council from taking formal action for non-compliance of food safety 
legislation. 

 
24. SALE OF ILLEGAL OR INAPPROPRIATE GOODS  
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24.1  The Council reserves the right to terminate any letting or to refuse any application 
on the grounds of illegality or inappropriateness of goods traded. Such goods 

include, but are not limited to: pornography, knives used for non culinary 
purposes, BB guns, replica guns, ornamental weapons, drugs of any class, items 

displaying profane text or images. 
 
24.2  No trader shall sell any item that contravenes any of the following, or similar 

associated legislation: 
 

a) Trade Descriptions Act 1968 
 

b) Video Recordings Act 1984 

c) Copyright Designs & Patents Act 1988 
 

d) Trademarks Act 1994 
 
25. CORE TRADING TIMES 

 
25.1  Core trading times are those hours during which Stalls and pitches must be 

occupied and trading. Core trading times on Boston Market are: 
 

 08.30am to 3.30pm 

25.2  Regular traders must take occupation of their pitch by 8.00 a.m. Casual traders 

shall be allocated a pitch as early as possible after 8.00 a.m., subject to 
availability.  

 

25.3 In cases of extreme weather, trading times may be altered. See Section 29. 

 

26. ALLOCATED PITCHES 

 
26.1 All regular traders should, wherever possible, be allocated the same pitch 

each Wednesday, or each Saturday.   
 

26.2 Traders who regularly attend each Wednesday and Saturday should, 
wherever possible, occupy the same position on both days. Where this is 

not possible, the Council will allocate a pitch as near as possible to the 
regular position, according to availability. 
 

26.3 In all cases, the allocation of stalls remains at the absolute discretion of the 
Council. 

 
26.4 Casual traders will be allocated available pitches on the day of the market. 
 
 

27. VEHICLES 
 

27.1  All traders’ vehicles and trailers must be unloaded immediately after the trader 
has taken occupation of the stall. When unloaded, traders must remove their 
vehicles from the market before commencement of trading and in any event, no 
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later than 08.30 a.m. unless permission has been granted by the Market’s   
Officer. 

 
27.2  Where it can be demonstrated that it is essential to a trader’s commercial 

operations that a vehicle  remains on the market, this shall be permitted, where 
possible, with the prior agreement of the Council. Parking fees will be payable for 
such vehicles.  

 
27.3  All traders’ vehicles which are parked off-site and in Council operated car parks 

shall display a valid parking permit, issued by Boston Borough Council or a valid 
pay and display ticket. The Council will make known to traders those car parks 
where traders’ vehicles can be parked. 

 
27.4  Traders shall not return their off-site vehicles to the market during core trading 

times (as detailed in clause 25), nor shall on site vehicles be removed from the 
market during core trading times. In the case of emergency, as declared by the 
Council, or in the case of adverse weather conditions, as declared by the Council, 

these regulations may be relaxed either in individual cases, or collectively 
according to the circumstances. At the close of the market, traders must cease 

trading no later than 5.00 pm and the Market Place be vacated by 5.30 pm at the 
latest. 

 
27.5  Vehicles driven by traders shall access the Market Place by means of the Town 

Bridge only and shall exit the Market Place via South Street. Vehicles shall not, 

except in the case of an emergency, as deemed by the emergency services, enter 
or exit the Market Place via Strait Bargate, or any other route. Traders in breach 

of this regulation shall be subject to the “termination of letting” procedure as 
described at Clause 15 of this document. 

 

28. REFUSE REMOVAL 
 

28.1 Traders are required to keep their stalls and pitches and associated areas free 
from litter/refuse and in a condition to the satisfaction of the Council. 

 

 
28.2  Traders may pay for additional wheeled refuse containers or bags to dispose of 

trade waste generated as a result of trading on Boston Market only. These refuse 
containers must be sited in a position agreed with the Markets Officer. Traders are 
not permitted to transport refuse from other sites for disposal at Boston market.  

 
28.3  On no account shall traders dispose of commercial market waste in public bins.       

28.4 Traders found to be leaving waste and not using the correct receptacles could be 
subject to investigation and clause 15 of the Markets Policy. 

 

29. EXTREME WEATHER CONDITIONS 
 

29.1 In the event of extreme weather conditions where it is considered by the Council 
or a market trader that a serious risk of injury to the public and/or traders and/or 
damage to goods exists, the Council reserves the right either to permit the trader 

to leave the market immediately, to cancel the holding of the market on that day 
or to call an early cessation to trading.  
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29.2  Where trading has already commenced and the Council considers it appropriate to 
require the cessation of trading activity, they shall notify the traders accordingly 

and supervise the removal of all goods, equipment and vehicles from the Market 
Place/Bargate Green. 

 
29.3  Where a market is cancelled by the Borough during a market day or a trader is 

permitted to leave the market early in accordance with 29.1 above, no letting fee 

shall be payable by the trader concerned if trading ceases before 12 noon on that 
day. If no such action is taken before this time, then a full day’s rent shall be 

payable. 
 
29.4  Where a market is cancelled, due to adverse weather, the Council’s decision will 

be deemed final and all traders will be required to vacate the Market 
Place/Bargate Green immediately. 

 
29.5 Traders are permitted to take one inclement weather day per trading market to 

use in weather conditions they deem not fit to trade in. 

 
29.6  Where a trader wishes to no longer trade due to adverse, inclement or extreme 

weather ‘in their opinion’ they may leave the market after seeking permission 
from the Market’s Officer. Traders who choose to leave the market early due to 

inclement weather of their own decision will be charged a full day’s rent. 
 
30. COMPLAINTS 

 
30.1  Any complaint by a market trader shall be directed in the first instance, either 

verbally, via email or in writing, to the Markets Officer. If the trader considers that 
the matter has not been dealt with satisfactorily or if the Markets Officer is 
unavailable, the complaint shall be directed, in writing, to the Council’s Town 

Centre Service’s Manager.  
 

30.2  If, after referral to the Town Centre Service’s Manager the trader still considers 
that the issue has not been dealt with satisfactorily, then the Council’s formal 
complaints procedure should be followed. 

 
30.3  Where there is a dispute between a customer and a trader over goods purchased 

the Council will advise the customer to try and resolve the dispute directly with 
the trader concerned.  Where it is not possible the customer should refer the 
matter to the Trading Standards Authority.  If the dispute is still not resolved 

satisfactorily the Council may take action to resolve the matter.  In taking any 
action to resolve a dispute the Council will take into account the Sale of Goods Act 

1979 and the conduct of the trader and customer.  
 
31. CHANGES TO THIS POLICY 

 
31.1  This policy will be reviewed every three years or sooner and changes will be made 

where deemed necessary.  Structural changes may be implemented without 
formal committee approval, but only after consultation with the relevant Head of 
Service.  
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APPENDIX 1 
CAR BOOT SALES 
  
  
SPECIAL CONDITIONS LAID DOWN BY BOSTON BOROUGH COUNCIL ON THE HOLDING OF CAR BOOT 
SALES FOR CHARITABLE PURPOSES. 
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The Borough Council, as the Markets Authority, have considered the position of charities and other recognised 
voluntary organisations seeking to raise funds for good causes by the holding of car boot sales (including indoor 
"car boot sales") and have agreed to consider granting permission for such sales under the following conditions:- 

  
  
(1)       Any space letting fee goes wholly to charity or other recognised voluntary organisations; 
  
(2)       Sales can only be from cars and if stalls or tables are used they must have been carried in the 

boot of that car to the sale; 
  
(3)       Not more than four car boot sales shall be held at a particular site in any one year; 
  
(4)       Only private individuals shall be permitted to sell surplus household articles.  No commercial 

traders will be allowed; and 
  
(5)       No car boot sales shall be held on a Wednesday or Saturday within 62/3 miles of Boston town 

centre. 
  

                                                                 GUIDANCE NOTES 
  
1.         The object of this system is to preserve the rights of the Council under their Market Charter and to stop 

the growing practice of professional stallholders attending car boot sales and setting up what can  be in 
effect a market. 

  
2.         Sales will be monitored to ensure that the conditions are being complied with.  Contravention of the 

conditions may result in any future application being jeopardised. 
  
3.         Please note that Condition 2 prohibits the use of vehicles other than cars (e.g. vans, trailers, transit vans, 

caravans and buses). 
  
4.         The Council have granted delegated powers to officers to approve, but not refuse car boot sale 

applications.  In order to avoid disappointment, it is recommended that applications be submitted at least 
6 weeks in advance of the proposed date of sale to enable the application to be considered by the 
Committee if necessary. 

  
5.         If car boot sales are held on Sundays then the legislation with regard to Sunday Trading must be 

observed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 2 
 

Table of Fees and Charges to Trade at Boston Market 2017/2018 
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The following fees are payable by traders to trade on Boston Market 
 

Charging Item Current Charge (£) 

 

Regular Traders 

 
Market Place & Bargate Green Per 

Council Stall (10ft) 
 

Per Market £23.00 
Per Market (monthly in advance) £21.00 
Per Market (quarterly in advance) £20.00 
Per Market (annually in advance) £19.00 
Pitches (per 1ft frontage)  
Per Market £1.70 
Per Market (monthly in advance) £1.50 
Per Market (quarterly in advance) £1.40 
Market Place Sundries (daily charge)  
Vehicle Space (Bargate only) £6.20 
Electricity (other than for lights in winter) £2.00 
Trade Waste bin 1000l £12.90 
Trade Waste Bags – sold in rolls of 10 
bags 

£1.20 each 

Parking Permits  
Purchasing a 3 hour ticket enables all day 

parking when displayed with your market 
trader permit – limited car parks only 

Permit free 
 
Parking cost - £2.50 Payable in car park 

machine 

 

Casual Traders 
 
Market Place & Bargate Green Per 

Council Stall (10ft) 
 

Per market £26.00 
Pitches (per 1ft frontage) £2.10 
 

 
 
 
 
 
BBC Health and Safety Inspection                   APPENDIX 3  

 
Date - _________________   Market -                         

 
The following checks are to be made by the Markets Officer during every Wednesday and 
Saturday Market:  

 

Observation Comments, Action taken Further Action 

Required 
1.  Market Stalls.  All 

market stalls are to be 
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checked to ensure that 

they are in a safe 
condition.  In the event of 
any stall being found in an 

unsafe condition the 
Markets Officer is to 

prevent use of this stall.  If 
the stall is a Council stall 
contact the Stall Erection 

Team Supervisor to 
arrange for a replacement 

stall to be provided. 
2. Stall frame safety 

pins. Ensure pins are in 
traders stalls, make a note 
of location of which stalls 

reviewed. 

  

3.  Electric Cables.  All 

electric cables are to be 
checked to ensure that 

they do not pose a trip 
hazard.  Any cables found 
that are considered to be a 

trip hazard should be 
removed or covered with 

appropriate matting, if 
sufficient available. Where 
matting not available make 

a note. 

  

4.  Electrical Supply 

Boxes.  All electrical 
supply boxes are to be 

checked to ensure that 
they are locked during 
market operations.  At the 

end of each market the 
Markets Officer is to ensure 

that all electrical supply 
box doors are correctly 
located and secured. 
 
 

  

5. Stall holders’ trading 

practices. When 
completing check of market 
ensure you cannot see any 

items that should not be 
sold, i.e. firearms, knives, 

inappropriate adult 
content. 

  

6. 
Gangways/Obstructions.  
All gangways through the 
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Market and between stalls 

are to be checked to 
ensure that they are not 
obstructed.  Any 

obstructions are to be 
removed immediately when 

they are found. 
7. Vehicles.  Vehicles are 

to be checked to ensure 
that only those vehicles 
that have permission are 

parked behind market 
stalls.  Vehicles are to be 

parked in a manner that 
does not cause an 
obstruction.  Where 

unauthorised vehicles are 
parked in the market place 

the Markets Officer is to 
summon assistance from 
Lincolnshire County Council  

to deal with the vehicle. 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
At the end of the market the Markets Officer is to liaise with the Supervisor of the Street 

Cleansing team and the Supervisor of the Stall Erection team to ensure that they have 
completed their operations.  
 

Name………………………………       Signature………………………..…….       Date……/……/………..   
           APPENDIX 4 

Boston Market 
Standard Conditions for food business operators  
 

The Council recognises the need for stringent food safety procedures in the prevention of 
food borne illness. The following conditions have been devised to ensure food businesses 

trading on Boston Market have appropriate food safety procedures. The conditions 
neither replace nor override existing or future food safety/labeling legislation but must 
be complied with. Failure to do so may result in the business being prohibited from 

trading on Boston Market and/or formal legal action being instigated which may include 
prosecution and the seizure of any unsafe food. 

 

Any further comments: 
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1 All food businesses must; 
A) Provide evidence (letter from registering authority) that the food business is 

registered in accordance with the requirements of Regulation EC 852/2004 Article 
6 (2) 

B) Ensure all suppliers are reputable and details of suppliers are available for 
inspection on Market days 

C) Have a food safety management system compliant with the requirements of 

Regulation EC 852/2004 Article 5. The procedures need not be complex but must 
accurately describe food activities carried out and food safety controls. 

D) Keep all high risk foods (ready to eat cooked meat, dairy and fishery products) at 
safe temperatures. Food must be kept at or below 80C during storage and 
transport. During display practical measures must be taken to ensure safe 

temperatures are maintained especially when the ambient temperature is above 
80C. Such measures may involve the use of refrigerated display cabinets and 

ice/ice blocks but such facilities must be capable of maintaining temperature 
during the whole time the products are on display. The temperature of such foods 
must be checked at set up and regularly (every two hours when the ambient 

temperature is above 15oC) during display and records kept for inspection. 
E) All high risk foods (ready to eat cooked meat, dairy and fishery products) must be 

protected so as to minimise the risk of contamination during transport and display 
F) Provide the following evidence for all high risk foods (ready to eat cooked meat, 

dairy and fishery products);  
 Name/type of the product 
 contact details of the producer including if relevant a ‘health mark’ (This is 

a unique number which confirms the producers is approved to produce 
products of animal origin i.e. meat, fishery, egg and dairy) 

 ‘Use By’ date. this can only be determined by the producer and must not be 
changed 

 Storage instructions. This can only be determined by the producer 

 

2 Food businesses handling unwrapped high risk foods and/or cooking foods 

(in addition to A to F above) must; 
G) Comply with the Food Standards Agency guidance - E Coli 0157 Control of Cross 

Contamination. This can be downloaded at www.food.gov.uk  
H) Have food handlers who are trained and/or supervised and instructed in food 

hygiene matters 
I) Provide a suitable and sufficient structure which permits good food hygiene 

practice. The structure of the food unit must protect food and equipment against 

environmental elements and other sources of contamination. It must be capable 
of being kept clean 

J) Ensure all equipment is maintained in good repair and must be capable of being 
cleaned and where necessary disinfected 

K) Provide a separate hand wash basin with separate hot and cold or suitably mixed 

warm constant water supply.  Liquid antibacterial soap and paper towels for hand 
drying must be available at all times the unit is in operation. The use of non-hand-

operable taps is recommended. Hand washing procedures are critical to food 
safety and strict procedures must be implemented.  

L) Provide suitable equipment washing sink with an adequate supply of hot water.  

M) Provide appropriate cleaning chemicals and equipment (including single use 
wiping cloths). Any disinfectant or sanitiser used must at least meet the official 

standards of BS EN1276:1997 or BS EN 13697:2001. You can check with your 
supplier that chemicals meet these requirements. 
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N) Monitor and record cooking temperatures. This will necessitate the use of a digital 
probe thermometer and disinfectant probe wipes. Cooked foods must reach a safe 

centre temperature of at least 750C and checks must take place daily and be 
representative of the different types of high risk foods cooked. Records of 

temperature monitoring must be available for inspection. 
 
Please note that in order to stand on Boston Market, a food trader must have a 

food hygiene rating of 4 or 5. 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

BOSTON BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY MARKETS 
 

APPLICATION TO TRADE ON BOSTON MARKETS 
April 2016 

 

 
 

Full Name(s):  

 
 

Trading Name (if different from above): 
 
 

Address: 
        Postcode: 

 
 
National Insurance Number:     Date of birth: 

 
 

Telephone Number:   
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Mobile telephone number:  
 

 
Email address:  
(Where possible please provide an email address) 

 
Trading Day(s):   Wed         Sat    Wed & Sat 

 
 

Are you applying for stall(s) or pitch(es)? 

 
Stall(s)           Pitch(es) 

 
No. of stalls or Pitch Area required:  
 

 
 

Preferred location of stall or pitch:  MARKET PLACE (West side)  
 
       MARKET PLACE (East side) 

       
       BARGATE GREEN 

 
 
Rent terms:  Daily   Weekly*  Monthly*  

          *in advance 

 

Third Party Insurance:   Insurer: 
 
     Certificate number: 

 
Extent of liability cover:  £: 

 
     Expires: 
 

 
Power requirements: 

 
 
List of goods to be traded (using the categories provided in Appendix 2): 

 
1. 

 
2. 
 

3. 
 

4. 
 
 

Any disability or special needs of the trader: 
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If you are a food trader, please provide 

documentation to evidence your registration 
as a food business*    
*Your food hygiene rating must be 4 or 5 

 

 
By signing this form I confirm that I have read and understood Boston Borough 

Council’s Markets Policy and Terms and Conditions of Letting and agree to abide 

by all of the conditions contained therein. 

 

Signed:   

 

Date:  

 
 
 

 
 

 

For Office Use Only 

Insurance Checked & Valid: Yes         No              

Date First Traded on Boston Markets: 

…………………….. 

(Trader) 
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Chairman:   Councillor Judith Skinner 
  

Date: Report Presenter Cabinet 
 

5 June 2018 

 

Crime and Disorder Annual Review / CCTV Statistics 17/18                    

Crime and Disorder Annual Review /    ASB Statistics 17/18               

CCTV Policy Annual Review 

  

Andrew Haw 
 

Ian Dunn  

 

27 June 2018 

 

17th July 2018 
           Markets Review  Phil Perry 5 Sept. 2018 

     
 

4 September 2018 
           Littering – update on all areas and streams of littering Jen Moore 3 Oct. 2018 

     
 

30 October 2018 
           Car Parking Review  Cllr N Welton 

p/folio holder  
28 Nov. 2018 

              Joint Municipal Waste Management System Chris Allen  
  

8 January 2019     20 Feb. 2019 

       
 

5 March 2019     3 April 2019 

        
 

16 April 2019     TBC June 2019 

        
  

Pending:     Policy for ‘A’ Boards – Lincolnshire County Council 

See over for alternative Scrutiny working  
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genda Item

 2



 

 

 

Task and Finish Group Review(s): 

 None convened at time of issuing of agenda.  

 

Member Working Group(s): 

 None convened at time of issuing of agenda.  

 

 

Inquiry Day:  None scheduled for this committee at time of issue of agenda. 

 

Member Briefing:  None scheduled for this committee at time of issue of agenda 

 

Committee members are encouraged to approach the Chairman with any potential subject matter they may feel would be 

suitable for productive scrutiny through any of the different ways of working within the Scrutiny system 
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